Your first line of defense.

Spartan’s mid-sized trailer jet delivers 3,000 PSI @ 12 GPM. With a standard antifreeze system, the Soldier reports for duty in any weather conditions. Add an optional Warthog nozzle to make quick work of ice, grease and tough roots. With its compact form, fully enclosed and lockable engine cover, and 200-gallon water tank, the Solider is the ultimate mid-range powerhouse, ready to fight through your most stubborn stoppages.

**SPECS**
- Pipe sizes: 3” - 12” diameter
- Pressure: 3,000 PSI
- Flow: 12 GPM
- Standard hoses include: 350’ of 3/8” high-pressure cleaning hose; 100’ of 5/8” rubber supply hose; 75’ of 1/4” trap-cleaning hose
- Weight: 1,560 lbs. empty; 3,220 lbs. full
- Size: 126”L x 57” W x 58” H
- Engine: 45.5 cu in (745 cc) twin-cylinder water-cooled gasoline with electric start and electronic ignition
- Nozzles included: one penetrator and one closed stainless steel nozzle
- Warranty: (1) year limited warranty

**FEATURES**
- Triplex ceramic plunger pump delivers 3,000 PSI @ 12 GPM
- Electronic controlled pump pulsation for maximum cleaning distance
- Hose reel pivots 180° for easy alignment with the pipe being cleaned
- Variable-speed power hose rewind
- 200-gallon water tank with integrated baffles allows unit to be towed while full of water
- Single-valve full-system winterization with antifreeze recirculation
- Lockable noise-reducing engine shroud protects unit while in tow
- Engine shroud easily customized with your company’s logo or colors
- Torsion single-axle suspension with electric brakes
- Electric start engine
- Rear-mounted operator controls
- Manhole hose protection
- 75’ of 1/4” trap-cleaning hose
- Shut-down protection for low water, low engine oil pressure and high engine temperature
- Wash-down gun and lance
- Pig-tail style hose rewind guide allows operator to insert hose when starting retrieval
- Locking toolbox
- Marine-grade battery enclosure
- Can be filled from hydrants or hose bibs

**SAFETY**
- Emergency stop button to manually shut down machine
- 12” nozzle anti-turn device
- Bright colored 15 ft. leader hose

**OPTIONAL ITEMS**
- 3,000 PSI Performance Nozzle Kit features 5 nozzles, including a genuine Warthog nozzle for cutting roots
- Mobile hose reels for remote operation
- Optional stainless steel hoses in various lengths for ultra-flexible cleaning needs
- Remote control
- Jetter hose footage counter

All Spartan trailers are certified fully compliant by the National Association of Trailer Manufacturers.